The Whitby Iron Company at Beck Hole
Whilst on an Industrial Heritage walk around Beck Hole with Simon Chapman
in summer 2009, those who were suitably equipped squeezed into 150-yearold ironstone workings and it soon became apparent this area might need
some further investigation.
The majority of the information available on the mines and blast furnaces of
the Whitby Iron Company at Beck Hole comes from contemporary Whitby
Gazette clippings and “A History of Goathland” by Alice Hollings. Alice’s book
gives no citations but much of the same information appears in Volume 9 of
the Whitby Naturalist Club Journal for the year 1944 -1945. Fortunately this
has since been reprinted in the more easily obtainable “A North Yorkshire
Moors Selection” by Tom Scott Burns. The account records in detail a visit to
Beck Hole guided by the notes of George Harrison of Birch Hall; his
information was compiled in 1908 for the Cleveland Ironworks Company from
the records kept by his father Charles Harrison who worked at the Beck Hole
site.
As a quick recap, the Whitby Iron Company was formed and mining began in
1857, two blast furnaces were built during 1858/59 but no iron was actually
produced until June 1860. The company quickly ran into trouble when one of
the furnaces cracked and was up for sale by late 1861. No buyer was found
and the works struggled on until 1864 when a major landslip blocked mine
drifts on the west of the beck.
One other major source of information has been Dave Wilsons’ map of the
mines, versions of which have appeared in “Mine and Miners of Goathland,
Beckhole and Green End” by Peter Wainwright and “Along the Esk” by Denis
Goldring. This map shows an area to the east of the beck known as
“Goathland Mine”. From our first brief visit it was already apparent there were
discrepancies between the map and what we had just observed underground.
Simon informed us it was drawn as recently as the 1980s as no contemporary
documents on the layout of the mines are currently known, he also believes
that some of the inaccessible workings were mapped by pendulum dowsing.
A team of three returned a few days later armed with a more conventional
compass and measuring tape to perform a survey, our first attempt at such a
task to hopefully give an acceptable representation of the workings.

The workings consist of around 275m of passages, which are generally in
good condition, having little in the way of roof collapses. The working areas
are irregularly spaced and of irregular size, suggesting they may be trials of
the notoriously variable Top Seam. Towards the entrance they are dry and
sound, but deteriorate as you move southwards becoming wetter and more
heavily collapsed in the south-west corner. Dave Wilsons’ map also shows a
shaft linking these workings in the Top Seam to others 100ft above in the
Ellerbeck Seam. The short passage to that location has impressions of rail
sleepers turning into it, however without the removal of some very substantial
boulders it’s not possible to confirm whether a choked shaft exists here or if
this is just another roof collapse. Two flooded sumps were observed which
are still acting as drainage for the mine but aside from some rotten timbers,
the only artefact found was a fragment of a clay pipe at the south western
extremity.
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Subsequently I tried to uncover some additional sources of information. I
consulted “The Mineral Statistics of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland” which were compiled by Robert Hunt, the Keeper of Mining Records
from 1853 onwards. The only specific production figure ever given for the
Whitby Iron Company is 9418 tons in 1857, they are listed again in 1858 but
their production total has unfortunately been merged with several other mines.
Within Hunts’ statistics are figures for rail transportation to Beck Hole, 6592
tons in 1863 and 17703 tons in 1864. It must however be noted that returns
were voluntary until the “Coal and Metalliferous Mines Regulation Acts” of
1872, so all this information is most likely incomplete and subject to Hunts’
interpretation. Perhaps this is shown by transportation figures of ironstone
going to Beck Hole in 1867 and 1871, several years after the furnaces were
demolished.

The National Archives at Kew holds some records of the Whitby Iron
Company; the documents hardly mention Beck Hole itself as they are
primarily concerned with financial arrangements, but do contain some useful
insights. The chairman of the company, as mentioned on the iron tablet in the
Whitby Museum, was William J Armitage who is associated with the Farnley
Ironworks. A major investor of £10K was George Skirrow Beecroft, a partner
in the Kirkstall Forge and at the time the MP for Leeds. With such high profile
figures involved this perhaps explains the number of other financial backers
from the Leeds area. The only local shareholder listed is a Mr Watson of
Lythe Hall, so perhaps he played some part in bringing the Leeds based
company to Beck Hole. Mr Watson is also mentioned in John Marleys 1857
paper to the North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engineers
as being responsible for the extraction of ironstone from Kettleness beach at
that time.

Iron tablet on display in Whitby Museum
On the electronic documents I obtained it also became apparent there was a
company seal impressed in wax, it appears to show a chimney, blast furnaces
and line of tubs. Whether or not the seal was intended to be a true
representation of the Beck Hole works is unknown but I have included the
original and my interpretation of what it shows.
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The story of Beck Hole is still far from complete, although I will continue the
search for further information and would love to hear from anyone with
anything else. I’m also happy to provide any interested parties with copies of
the documents I’ve mentioned.

